This article is based on the talk presented at the International Workshop on Future Linear Colliders (LCWS13) which held during November 11-15, 2013 at Tokyo, Japan. We present several analyses related to the Higgs total width study at ILC based on the full detector simulation of ILD, which are e + e − → ννH followed by H → bb and H → W W * . The studies show that at 250 GeV we can determine the Higgs total width with a relative precision of 11% and the HW W coupling with 4.8%, whereas at 500 GeV the expected precision can be significantly improved to 5% and 1.2% respectively, assuming the baseline integrated luminosities of ILC, which are 250 fb −1 @ 250 GeV, 500 fb −1 @ 500 GeV, and a beam polarization of P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%). A new approach of removing pile-up particles based on multivariate method developed during those analyses is also presented.
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ii.) from the ratio Y 2 /Y 3 we can get the coupling ratio g Z /g W = Y2 Y3 F3 F2 .
iii.) with g Z and g Z /g W , we can get g W = . These two options are constrained by both the Higgs-strahlung e + e − → ZH and the WW-fusion e + e − → ννH production processes. At 250 GeV, the former one reaches its maximum cross section, but latter has a small cross section, thus making option B the more suitable method. The main limiting factor arises from the precision of the measurement Y 3 . Going up to 500 GeV, the WW-fusion production cross section is around one order larger compared to 250 GeV, which makes option A the better option. It is worth emphasizing that eventually the precisions of 2 ∆Y1 Y1 and ∆Y4 Y4 limit the precision of the total width, since Y 2 usually is far better measured than Y 1 , and Y 3 twice better than Y 4 .
In this article, we focus on the analyses of measuring the observables Y 3 and Y 4 through the WW-fusion channel. The analyses for Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 through the Higgs-strahlung channel have been investigated in [8] [9] [10] . At both 250 GeV and 500 GeV, Y 3 = σ ννH × Br(H → bb) is studied since it is mandatory in option A and option B; Y 4 = σ ννH × Br(H → W W * ) is studied only at 500 GeV since it is useless at 250 GeV, and both the hadronic and semi-leptonic decay of W W * are investigated.
Nevertheless, the determination of deviation of HW W coupling to its SM value itself has important impact on the existence of additional Higgs boson [11, 12] . In the W L W L → W L W L scattering process, the unitarity is insured by the HW W coupling which is constrained to be 2m 2 W /v in SM. If deviation smaller to its SM value is found, it strongly indicates that there exists another neutral heavier Higgs boson which also contributes to the scattering process. Depending on the size of deviation, if it's around 1%, it suggests the new heavier Higgs mass would be lighter than 10 TeV, and if it's around 10%, the new heavier Higgs mass would be lighter than 2 TeV. However, if it turns out that deviation larger than SM value is found, interesting enough is the indication that there exists double charged new Higgs boson with similar scale constraints as the formal deviation case. So the precision measurement of HW W coupling would provide strong indication of next energy scale we need explore.
II. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
All the signal and background samples for 500 GeV analyses are generated using the common DBD softwares [13] , and LoI softwares [14] for 250 GeV analysis, based on the full detector simulation of ILD by GEANT4. WHIZARD [15] is used as event generator, detector simulation is done by Mokka [16] , and reconstruction is done by Marlin [17] . Particle flow is carried out by PandoraPFA [18] , package LCFIPlus [19] and LCFIVertex [20] are used to provide flavor tagging information.
The feasibility of the measurement of the Higgs production cross section through WW-fusion is investigated for √ s = 250 GeV and a beam polarization of P (e + e − ) = (0.3, −0.8), assuming 250 fb −1 of data. We can extract information on the coupling g W of the Higgs boson to W-bosons which then provides us the possibility to determine the total decay width of the Higgs boson. The SM Higgs boson with a mass below 140 GeV is expected to decay predominantly into two b-quarks
In the Hν eνe final state, Higgs-strahlung and WW-fusion cannot be taken separately as non-interfering. The WWfusion cross-section increases logarithmically to large √ s, whereas Higgs-strahlung scales as s −1 . Hence and due to the enhanced cross section at the threshold √ s = m H + m Z Higgs-strahlung diagrams give the dominant contribution to the combined process at low energies and thus representing one of the most challenging backgrounds in the analysis. Next to Higgs-strahlung, backgrounds considered in this search mode are two-fermion events, having a production cross-section which is more than 1000 times larger than the signal cross-section, semi-leptonically and hadronically decaying Z/W-pairs, and single Z/W-boson production processes. Background events from two-photon processes are found to be negligible. The cross-section of the two-photon interaction is very large, but their particular features allow to suppress them at an early stage of the analysis. The backgrounds are divided into the following types: bbν lνl , qqν lνl (q = b), qqν l l, qql − l + ,and qq. The large background contribution around √ s = 250 GeV make the analysis very challenging. The signal search mode consists of missing four-momentum and two energetic, very forward b-jets. In the beginning of the analysis all reconstructed particles are clustered into two jets representing the Higgs decay products. The event selection is performed in three stages. The first step involves pre-cuts, using the number of charged tracks N ctrk and the removal of isolated leptons in the events. Since the neutrino mode is selected, there are no signal events containing isolated leptons. In the signal leptons appear in the jets at most. Removing events with isolated leptons leads to a reduction of semi-leptonic backgrounds qql + l − and qqlν l . Background events originating from hadronic decays of W-and Z-pairs, as well as qq-pairs, can contain more particles compared to the WW-fusion signal. The introduced limits on the number of charged tracks in an event 10 ≤ N ctrk ≤ 40 help to reduce qql + l − ,andbackground and exclude fully leptonic events for sure. The second stage of the event selection contains cuts on kinematic variables and in the third stage more event specific cuts are performed, mainly using jet characteristics and variables resulting from jet clustering and flavor tagging. In the following, the selection cuts are discussed briefly:
• Cut1: visible mass has to be consistent with m H −20 GeV ≤ m vis ≤ m H +10 GeV. It has a great effect on the qqbackground since ISR photons, which are preferably emitted in beam-pipe direction and might escape detection faking missing energy, can bring the invariant visible mass of the two-fermion system back to m vis ≈ m Z . Even though the invariant mass of the qq-background peaks at m Z , the tail of the visible mass distribution is still large, leaving this the dominant background. Additionally, W-or Z-pair background get rejected well.
• Cut2: visible energy is required to be 105 GeV ≤ E vis ≤ 160 GeV. This selection cut is not very effective, mainly reducing qq-background.
• Cut3: absolute value of visible and invisible transverse momentum p T are equal due to momentum conservation. In backgrounds without neutrinos (qql + l − ,, qq) missing p T can be caused by particles that stay undetected. Hence, those backgrounds mainly consist of events with low p T . A requirement on the total transverse momentum 20 GeV ≤ p T ≤ 80 GeV reduces backgrounds without neutrinos in the final state.
• Cut4 & Cut5: the Durham jet clustering algorithm offers two variables Y 23 and Y 12 . These parameters are useful to discriminate between events with different numbers of jets. Events have to satisfy Y 23 ≤ 0.02, which is the threshold value to reconstruct two jets as three jets. To further discriminate between signal and background, a cut on the second parameter is applied 0.2 ≤ Y 12 ≤ 0.8, which corresponds to the minimum Y -parameter at which the number of jets changes from two to one for the two-jet hypothesis.
• Cut6: flavor tagging is performed by using the LCFIVertex flavor tagging package. It is based on a neutral net approach to distinguish b-, c-and light jets. The b-jet likelihood should fulfill btag ≥ 0.85. Due to the near absence of b-quarks in backgrounds originating from W-and Z-bosons, these processes can be reduced.
• Cut7: total jets momentum in beam direction should satisfy | p z | ≤ 60 GeV. Since the W-and Z-boson in the corresponding backgrounds are relatively boosted, p z is larger as compared to WW-fusion and Higgs-strahlung events. The cut is very helpful to reduce a large part of the two-fermion background contribution.
• Cut8: Z-and W-bosons are produced at small angles from the e + e − -beams and therefore the angular distribution of these processes have peaks in the forward and backward regions. A cut on | cos(θ jet )| ≤ 0.95 is applied.
During the event selection, more cuts have been tested to further reduce background, without the desired effect. The Higgs-strahlung and WW-fusion distribution of the different cut parameters are most of the time of similar shape thus making the choice of cuts less effective for Higgs-strahlung events. The effect of each cut on signal and background events are listed in table I. After the selection, the dominant background to WW-fusion is represented by Higgs-strahlung. The remaining background contribution is in the same order as the signal. In order to determine the WW-fusion cross section, we modify the relation
where ǫ is the selection efficiency and L the integrated luminosity. It follows, that by extracting the number of WW-fusion events N ′ WW which have passed the event selection, σ ννH × BR(H → bb) can be determined. The WWfusion events with ννbb final state can be separated from the corresponding one in Higgs-strahlung by exploiting their different characteristics in the νν invariant mass, which are measurable through the missing mass distribution. Therefore, a χ 2 -fit is applied on the shape of the missing mass distribution consisting of the remaining WW-fusion, Higgs-strahlung and background events and by using Toy Monte Carlo data as reference. In a χ 2 -fit, the function
has to be minimized, where
is the number of data and predicted events in bin i. In order to fit on the missing mass distribution consisting of background, Higgs-strahlung and WW-fusion, we need to set up N pred i as a function of the three distributions: Missing mass distribution of WW-fusion, Higgs-strahlung and background for mH = 125 GeV after cuts, including the fit result. The shape of the Higgs-strahlung distribution is expected to peak at mZ, whereas WW-fusion is expected to peak at slightly larger missing masses for 250 GeV. Latter is quasi-flat due to the small number of WW-fusion events.
The result of the fit yields the cross-section σ ννH (H → bb), since only H → bb decays are selected. This is a simplified assumption assuming only true b-jet particles have passed the event selection. The fit result depicted in figure 1 states as results:
Fit result 512 ± 54 2 497 ± 85 454 ± 46
The relative precision of σ ννH × BR(H → bb) can be determined by using gaussian error propagation of Equation 1. The uncertainty in the efficiency is considered negligible. Systematic effects of the luminosity are not considered in the analysis. Taking into account the uncertainties from the fit and from the branching ratio measurement, the precision of σ ννH × BR(H → bb) is expected to be 10.5 %.
IV. ANALYSIS OF σννH × Br(H → bb) @ 500 GEV
The analysis of this mode at 500 GeV is quite similar to the one at 250 GeV, except that the cross section of e + e − → ννH through WW-fusion is almost one order larger at 500 GeV, ∼ 150 fb. High statistics of signal events which are due to the large cross section and the large branching ratio of H → bb , offer the opportunity of a precision measurement. The signal final state consists of two missing neutrinos and two b-jets. For the pre-selection, it is natural to reconstruct two jets from all reconstructed particles, and to reject events with isolated charged leptons. This efficiently suppresses the backgrounds such as those including leptonic decays of W or Z. Each event, either signal or background, is overlaid with beam induced γγ → hadrons events [21] . The cross section of this overlay increases significantly as the center-of-mass energy rises. At 500 GeV, an average of 1.7 γγ → hadrons events per bunch crossing is estimated. So before using the inclusive jet clustering algorithm, some methods are used to remove the overlaid particles from those we are interested in.
The dominant background processes considered in this analysis are 4-fermion processes from e + + e − → ννZ, ZZ, eνW, W + W − , and 6-fermion processes mainly from e + + e − → tt. For the final selection, we require large missing energies and missing Pt to significantly suppress the fully hadronic backgrounds. The reconstructed jets need to be tagged as b-jets which significantly suppresses the light-quark jet backgrounds. In order to separate figure 3 gives the distribution of the reconstructed Higgs invariant mass, where both the Higgs peak from the signal and the Z peak from ννZ can be seen clearly. Eventually, a cut on the Higgs invariant mass is applied to suppress the ννZ background. 
A. Removal of Overlay
Two methods are developed to remove particles originating from the overlaid beam background. One of them is based on the k T or anti-k T jet clustering algorithm. The overlaid particles usually have very low Pt and a large polar angle in the forward and backward regions which is very close to beam direction. This usually makes distances defined in the k T or anti-k T algorithm between overlaid particles and particles from the target process very large. Hence the beam background particles can be effectively un-selected by the jet clustering. The R value is optimized to get the best Higgs mass resolution after the overlay removal, which is shown in figure 4 (left) . This method usually works well for target processes with high Pt hard jets, for instance H → bb in this analysis where R is optimized to be 1.5.
Instead of using the method based on jet clustering, another particle based approach can be used, in which the overlaid particles are tagged one by one from the information on Pt and the polar angle. In addition, the IP information can be utilized to tag the overlaid particles, since the IP of the overlay process can have some sizable shift to the IP of the target process. With these information, a multivariate method, BDT here, is implemented to give a likeness of being overlay for each particle. The variables used in BDT are shown in figure 5 . The BDT is trained for two categories, neural particles and charged particles. In the former one only Pt and rapidity are used and z 0 is added to the later one. As stated before, the output of the BDT depicts the likeness of events being beam background overlay, which is shown in figure 6 . A relatively large likeness of overlay is required to tag the overlaid particles. This particle based method shows better performance than the jet clustering based method in case of relatively soft jets, such as jets from W * in the analysis of H → W W * , as shown in figure 4 (right). 
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B. Event selection and reduction table
The following steps are carried out orderly in the pre-selection:
• The anti-k T jet clustering based method is applied to remove the beam induced overlay with R = 1.5, which is implemented by the package FastJetClustering.
• An event is rejected if any isolated charged lepton is found.
• After the overlay removal, the remaining particles are clustered into two jets, each of which is flavor tagged. This step is implemented by the package LCFIPlus.
• Each jet is required to have at least 8 particles.
The following cuts are applied orderly in the final selection:
• Cut1: the visible energy is required to be smaller than 300 GeV but larger than 100 GeV, and the total Pt is required to be larger than 20 GeV.
• Cut2: the charged lepton with largest momentum (P (Lmax)) in the remaining particles is required to have relatively larger cone energy (E cone ), which is P (Lmax) < 2E cone + 20 GeV.
• Cut3: the b-likenesses of the two jets (P rob(Jet1), P rob(Jet2)) are required to be large, P rob(Jet1) + 2P rob(Jet2) > 0.92.
• Cut4: the missing mass is required to be larger than 172 GeV.
• Cut5: the reconstructed Higgs invariant mass is required to be larger than 100 GeV but smaller than 143 GeV.
The remaining numbers of signal and background events after each cut are shown in the reduction table II. Eventually, assuming an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 and a beam polarization of P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%), 29199 signal events of which 28598 are from H → bb, and 7176 background events dominated by ννZ and ZH are selected. The statistical significance is 150σ and the relative precision of σ ννH × Br(H → bb) at 500 GeV is expected to be 0.667%, which is consistent with what extrapolated from LoI results in DBD of 0.661%. In this mode, the final state consists of two missing neutrinos and four jets none of which is a b-jet. In the preselection, it is essential to reconstruct the four jets and to pair them according to one on-shell W and one off-shell W * . Then the Higgs mass can be fully reconstructed. The main background processes considered here are similar to those in the H → bb analysis, dominated by ννZ, eνW and W + W − .
• The particles based method is applied to remove the beam background overlay, which is implemented according to the method in IV-A.
• After the overlay removal, remaining particles are clustered into four jets, each of which is flavor tagged. This step is implemented by the package LCFIPlus.
• Due to the jets originating from off-shell W * , the number of particles in each jet, which are ordered by the energy from largest to smallest, is required to be no smaller than 7, 6, 5, 4, and in total the number of particles need be no smaller than 40.
• Cut1: the Y values obtained from jet clustering should match the features of four jet events in order to suppress backgrounds with fewer partons such as ννZ → ννqq, eνW → eνqq, or W + W − → ννqq. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that no perfect jet clustering algorithm here can reject all the two partons events. The Y values are required to satisfy Y 4→3 > 0.0026 and Y 3→2 > 0.0076.
• Cut2: the visible energy is required to be smaller than 230 GeV, total Pt is required to be larger than 20 GeV and the missing mass is required to be larger than 200 GeV, which significantly suppresses the contribution from ZH.
• Cut3: the charged lepton with largest momentum (P (Lmax)) in the remaining particles is required to have relatively larger cone energy (E cone ), which is P (Lmax) < 2E cone + 9 GeV.
• Cut4: to suppress events with b-jets, such as H → bb, tt, etc., the b-likenesses of the four jets (sorted from largest to smallest btag1, btag2, btag3, btag4) are required to satisfy btag1 + 2btag2 < 0.7 and btag3 + 2btag4 < 0.14.
• Cut5: the reconstructed on-shell W mass is required to be larger than 54 GeV but smaller than 94 GeV, the off-shell W * mass is required to be smaller than 64 GeV but larger than 11 GeV.
• Cut6: the reconstructed Higgs invariant mass is required to be larger than 114 GeV but smaller than 142 GeV.
The reconstructed Higgs invariant mass after the first five cuts is depicted in figure 7 . The remaining numbers of signal and background events after each cut are listed in the reduction In this mode, the final state consists of three missing neutrinos, one isolated charged lepton and two jets. In the pre-selection, it is essential to find the isolated charged lepton and to reconstruct the two jets. One W can be fully reconstructed from the two jets. However the other W cannot be fully reconstructed from the isolated charged lepton and one missing neutrino due to the other two missing neutrinos originating from W W -fusion. Hence, the Higgs mass cannot be fully reconstructed either. The main background processes considered here are similar to those in the W W * → 4-jets analysis, dominated by
The following steps are carried out orderly in the pre-selection: • Select events with one isolated electron or muon from all particles, otherwise the event is rejected.
• The particles based method is applied to remove the beam background overlay, which is implemented according to the method used in IV-A.
• The remaining particles are clustered into two jets, each of which is flavor tagged. This step is implemented by the package LCFIPlus.
• To suppress events in which the reconstructed jets are actually τ -jets, each jet is required to have at least two charged particles with relatively high Pt (> 500 MeV).
The following strategies are used in the final selection:
• depending on the type of the selected isolated charged lepton, all events are separated into two categories, electron-type or muon-type. This is due to background contamination and hence the cut optimization is very different for these two categories.
• large missing energy and large missing Pt are required to suppress the fully hadronic backgrounds.
• the b-likenesses of the two jets are required to be small to suppress backgrounds with b-jets.
• to suppress the dominant background W + W − → lνqq, the angle between reconstructed W from two jets and isolated charged lepton is required to be relatively small.
• in case of the electron-type category, the polar angle of the electron is required to be not close to beam direction to suppress the eeZ and eνW backgrounds; the angle between electron and each of the two jets is required to be relatively large since the selected electron can be a mis-identified electron from the jets.
• the partially reconstructed Higgs invariant mass (m(lqq)) is still useful to further suppress the backgrounds.
The fully reconstructed W mass from the two jets, as well as the partially reconstructed Higgs mass from the lepton and two jets are shown in figure 8 . The remaining numbers of signal and background events after all cuts are shown in the reduction table IV for both categories. Eventually, by assuming an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 and a beam polarization of P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%), the statistical significance for the muon-type category is 17.4σ and 14.7σ for the electron-type. The combined result is 22.8σ. The relative precision of σ ννH × Br(H → W W * ) is expected to be 4.4% using the semi-leptonic decay mode of W W * . By combining the two decay modes of W W * , the relative precision of σ ννH ×Br(H → W W * ) at 500 GeV is expected to be 2.4%, assuming an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 and a beam polarization of P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%).
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VI. SUMMARY
The relative precision of σ ννH × Br(H → bb) at 250 GeV is expected to be 10.5% with 250 fb −1 data, and at 500 GeV is expected to be 0.667% with 500 fb −1 data, assuming beam polarisations P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%) at both energies. The Higgs total width is expected to be measured with precision of 13% at 250 GeV according to Option B, and 5.4% at 500 GeV according to Option A. By adding H → ZZ * and other decay modes [22] , the expected precision of Higgs total width at 250 GeV only is 11%, and by combining 250 GeV and 500 GeV data is 5.0%. HW W coupling can be determined to a precision of 4.8% at 250 GeV and 1.2% at 500 GeV with the baseline luminosities of ILC. The results are summarized in Table V , where the expectations with luminosity upgrade scenarios [23] of ILC are also shown. The capability of sub-percent level measurement of HW W coupling will be crucial to hint at next energy scale of new physics beyond SM. 
